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Choir presents Handel s"Messiah"
'

Christmas lights
dedicated to JFK
Saturday night, at 9:00. Dr.
Minne flicked the switch to turn
on the lights which would decorate
the school throughout the Christmas season. Before turning the
lights on, Dr. Minne gave a short
dedication speech to all students
who were present. The text of his
speech follows:
"I wish to commend the Student
Commission and its officers on
their fore thought in planning the
lighting decoration of our buildings. It adds to our enjoyment of
the holiday season and is appreciated by our neighbors in the
community."
"It is especially fitting to do

this in December, 1963, as we are
now in the month of official
mourning following the death of
President John Fitzgerald Kennedy. Added significance should be
given our Christmas observance
this year, when we remember the
contribution of our late President
to the cause of peace in the world.
President Kennedy's untimely
death, caused by act of violence,
gives us sorrow and regret that
this could happen in our land. It
is fitting that we, in memory of
John Kennedy, dedicate these
lights to the cause of peace and
good will among men for which
he strove in his lifetime."
Following this ceremony all students were invited to attend the
Snodays dance in the Smog. This
dance was sponsored by Sigma
Tau Gamma Fraternity.

The

by Mary Reuter

The result of weeks of practice
were realized as music of the
beautiful "Messiah" filled Somsen
Auditorium on December 17.
The "Messiah" is an oratorio in
three parts composed by George

Handel. The first part contains
twenty-one numbers telling of
God sending the Messiah to , redeem mankind.
The second part contains twenty-three numbers recounting the

accomplishment of the Redemption, mankind's rejection of God's
intention and man's apparitions,
defeated by an all-powerful God.
The third part contains thirteen
numbers expressing thanksgiving
for the final overthrow of death.
Various selections were chosen
from these three parts and presented by a sixty-five voice Concert Choir and Orchestra under
the direction of Dr. McClure, head
of the college's music department.
Soloists were: Harold Keach,
tenor, a vocal music teacher at
Dover-Eyota High School who
sang "Comfort Ye My People"
and "Ev'ry Valley"; Glen Houghton, baritone, sang "Thus saith
the Lord" and "But Who May
Abide the Day of His Coming,"
Elizabeth Gunhus, soprano, sang
"Rejoice Greatly," and Saundra
Gulbransan, alto, and Sandra
Wehrenberg, soprano, sang "He
Shall Feed His Flocks."
Accoustical improvements were
made possible by the efforts of
James Spear, WSC's audio-visual
director, who designed a hard surface shell for the back and sides
of the stage to prevent sound absorption by the stage draperies.
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CONCERT CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA . .
The members of the choir and orchestra are
shown during a rehearsal of Handel's "Messiah".

Pledges become
new members
WSC's social fraternities and
sorority initiated new members
last week.
Last Thursday seven men were
initiated into Sigma Tau Gamma.
These seven are: David Clare,
Richard Clare, Bill Luthin, Walt
Maeser, Greg Richardson, Rollie
Wussow, and John Allen. On Saturday night Rollie Wussow was
awarded the traveling paddle for
being the outstanding pledge during the nine weeks of pledging.
On Monday night Delta Zeta

sorority initiated seven girls into
their sisterhood. These seven girls
are: Sandra Corey, Terri Cutting,
Betty Dolney, Judee Fuglestad,
Judy Knapik, Sheryl Sebo, and Jan
Wassing. On Sunday, December, 15,
Jan Wassing was named as the
outstanding pledge and Sandra
Corey was named as the outstanding scholastic pledge.
Saturday December 7, was the
date of the initiation of the Phi
Sigma Epsilon pledges, Gary Matson and Clark Leeson. Mr. Dennis
Challeen, a local lawyer, was a
guest speaker at the banquet held
in honor of the new members at
the Williams Hotel on Sunday
night.

S.A.M. OFFICERS . . . Above are some of the organizers and
officers of the new club on campus, Society for the Advancement
of Management. Standing are: Doug Thompson, treasurer—Chuck
Lukaszewski, corresponding secretary—and Dr. Foegen. Seated
are: Ron Trok, vice-president--Ken O'Brien, president--and Dr.
Marley.

New business club
stresses managing
With the ratification of its constitution a new organization now
exists on campus. Its name is the
Society for Advancement of Management, and its purpose is to provide business with more thoroughly
trained and educated personnel.
The immediate objectives of
S.A.M. are to bring together executives in business and students
preparing to enter business, to
serve as a medium for the exchange and distribution of information on the problems and
methods of management, and to
allow students to directly participate in an organization dedicated
to the advancement of management.

These objectives will be realized
by means of meetings, conferences,
discussions, plant tours, management periodicals, business films,
senior placement and summer employment.
At the organizational meeting
officers of W.S.C.'s chapter of
S.A.M. were elected. Kenneth O'Brien was elected president; Ronald Trok, vice-president; Lyle
Papenfuss, recording secretary;
Charles Lukaszewski, corresponding secretary; a n d Douglas
Thompson, treasurer. Dr. J. H.
Foegen is adviser of the chapter,
and Dr. Warren Marley and Mr.
Chester Enger are co-advisors.

Christmas pageant
to be held annually
Tonight at 8:00 marks the inauguration of an event new to the
campus. This event is the Christmas Pageant sponsored by the
Religious Commission.
Since this is the first event of
its kind to be held at WSC, it is
hoped that everyone will attend.
The theme of this year's show
will be centered around the Nativity scene. Those participating
in the pageant are:
Peggy Dahlberg — Mary; Bill
Zenker—Joseph; Nina McLaughlin — Archangel Gabriel; two
angels — Nancy Stevenson and
Mary Francel; the three kings—
Tom Baer, Mary Rouse and Roger Roepke; plus an assorted array of shepherds and peasants.
The pageant will also feature
solos by Liz Gunhis and Bill
Howard.
As a part of the Christmas
Pageant, the chorus will sing
eight Christmas carols, under the
direction of Sandy Wahrenberg.
The orphan children of Winona
will be among the guests present
at this year's Christmas Pageant.
The pageant will be under the

direction of Nick DeMartino, Bob
Carr and Jill Miller.

The "Messiah" was presented Tuesday night at
8 :00, under the direction of Richmond McCluer.

Work on Student Union
to begin summer of '64
Student Commission met on December 10, 1963, with president R.
Groenwold presiding. The minutes
of the November 19 meeting were
read and approved as corrected.
B. Keller reported that the Student Union will be started in July.
Completion of the building will be
in the fall of 1965.
B. Ramsdell handed out Student

Organization Directories to the
commissioners. The directories will
be given to all club presidents.
G. Houghton reported on the
Patriotism Assembly. He suggested the possibility of having the
pep band play at all home games
to encourage spirit and participation.
Rog reported on the Citizenship Committee meeting. A committee was set up to find further
information on the dress code. The
committee consists of : G. Anderson, G. Houghton and B. Keller.
The motion to approve a standing Student Union committee to

be governed by the S C was
taken from the table. B. Keller
read a set of rules for members of
the committee which will be added
to the constitution. The motion
was carried.
Rog announced that Mr. Heyer
would like to have the Swing Band
play for a dance. B. Benike will
talk to the Social Committee
about this matter.

Christmas dance
termed success
The annual Christmas dance was
sponsored by the Beta Xi Chapter
of Sigma Tau Gamma. Norm Keller and George Griffith were cochairmen of the dance. The theme
of the dance was "Snowbound."
Decorations in the Smog included stars on blue crepe paper covering the ceiling and a Christmas
tree in the center, covered by
Christmas lights and angel hair.
A ski lodge with a fireplace and
lounge area provided for the seating of chaperones in the setting
of room 200.
Music was supplied by the Henry
Burton orchestra.
The chapter sweetheart, Kathy
Brock, from Waterloo, Iowa, was
presented at the dance by Lowell
Allen, the chapter, president.
Kathy was presented with a bouquet of white roses, the representative flower of the fraternity.

G. Houghton moved to send a
thank you letter to Mr. Brietlow
for, his participation in the Patriotism Assembly. It was seconded and
carried.
J. Johnson moved that a com-

mittee be set up to look into the
possibility of rescheduling club
meeting nights. It was seconded
and carried. J. Johnson, I. Hofer,
S. Rotty, B. Keller and R. Groenewold volunteered.
T. Kelly and B. Yamamoto volunteered to work with Dr. Hoyt
in forming plans for Who's Who
selection.
I. Hofer moved to set up a cornmittee to look into the possibilities
of an alumni fund campaign. It
was seconded and carried. G. Ferrata, B. Yamamoto, T. Kelly, K.
Albers, and R. Groenewold will
form the committee.
R. Groeneworld read a letter

from the Winona banks. The letter
stated that banks will not sell Saving Bonds in cases where they will
be used in chain letter. schemes.
The meeting was adjourned by
the president.
Respectfully submitted,
Jan Johnson
Secretary

36 finish their
WSC studies
Thirty-six students completed
requirements for degrees at the
end of fall.

Receiving degrees formally at
commencement exercises n ex t
June will be:
MASTER OF SC IENCE —
Yvonne Carpenter, George Hansen,

Warren Magnuson, and Robert
Wood.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE —
Richard Adank, William Allen,
Richard Arnold, Albert Ballanger,
Lorraine Benson, Glenn Bratberg,
Jean Cogdall, LaVern DeVries,
James Gillen, Karen Haines;
Olge Hauglum, Larry Holsapple, Della Hoseth, Jean Iwate,
Lucille Jacobs, Charles Jackson,
Terrence Kohner, Joan LaMoyne,
Dan Lastavich, Irene Marzolf;
Anthony Mismash, Ronald Nelson, David Runkel, Rosemary
Schade, Marilyn Theis, (with special honor) Larry Thompson, and
Robert Turner.
BACHELOR OF ARTS — Erik

Elstad, Frederick Heyer, Alvin
Mueller, Roger Skattum, and
Richard Trusler.
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Editorials

Campus lacks excitement
When. I was a senior in high school, I had many different ideas
on what a college town would be like.
I had heard so many different stories about the happenings in a
college town, that frankly, I didn't know what to believe or to expect.
One thing I was sure of was that a college town should and would
be slightly quieter.
Since my arrival at Winona State . College, and after' living in
Winona for more than four months, . I. have come to one conclusion:
Not only is Winona quieter, it is also more peaceful than the maternity
ward at Winona Community Memorial Hospital.
If one has ever read the education section. of Time magazine, one
is left with two general impressions concerning college life. • The first

is that of boredom. The second is that of astonishment. The astonishment aspect of the Time articles lie in such sentences. as: "Harvard
students complain of insufficient nuMber. Of entertainment hours with
coeds." I am not advocating that we should try to make the' education
section of Time with some shameful stunt, but at least we can improve
upon the campus conditions of our college. If a . person travels many
miles seeking campus life, then the least that is owed to this person
is a little bit of EXCITEMENT! We should make Winona State a place
to stay and not just a place to visit.

i due
Praise where praise is
There are two parts to every sporting event.
One part of a sporting event consists of the actual atheletes participating in the sport. The other part of this event is made up of
spectators. Each in their own right is important. Both parts are
needed. Without either part, a sporting event cannot function as a
whole.
,

In the past, this paper has taken a firm stand against those who
were not patronizing our teams. It was felt that more backing was

needed. It seems that our request has finally been answered. The
student participation of the winter athletic schedule has been
excellent so far. This is a dynamic factor in bolstering a team's morale.
The players need the spectators as much as the actual event needs
the athletes.
Another point which bears mentioning is that of the actual student
participation. Our cheerlea.ding staff would like to commend the
student body for their active participation at the games. We can only
hope that this will continue throughout the year.
This paper, believes that the only way for a sporting event to be
successful is to have active and not passive spectator cooperation.
HELP YOUR SCHOOL. DON'T HINDER. IT.

Convocation call
for class cut?
Dear Editor,

I was quite dismayed this morning, December 9, when I learned
I had received a cut in a college
class for attending a convocation.
This was "quite a low blow" to
say the least, as many other colleges penalize students for not at-

tending convocations.
I have the understanding that
convocations are for both students
and instructors to attend and benefit thereby. If this is not correct,
someone please inform me.

Moreover, why doesn't someone
lay down a clear policy regarding
convocations before the eyes of
the students ? Exactly what is the
college policy regarding convocations ? We students receive slips
announcing them, yet confusion is
evident in the student body's reaction to them. Whether or not
our instructor premits us to attend is regarded as the "final say"
by some students. Others, such as
myself, do not see it this way.
I feel I have a right to attend
assemblies (which in this college
are few and far between) paid for
by my own money and to absorb
what our speaker has to say. This
particular assembly, given by
Baroness Von Trapp, was excellent.

Maybe I'll be penalized for not
attending a class, but I certainly
gained enough from this lecture to
compensate for my "cut."
If the instructor's desire for
class attendance is to rule over
the student's desire to attend the
convocation, why aren't "convos"
scheduled in evenings or times
when classes aren't held ?
I pose this question: Why
shouldn't every WSC student be
able to attend a convocation without penalization?
Sincerely,
Jan Goetzman

Chairs begged for
by 'Banana Noser'
Dear Editor,

While balancing my sandwich
in one hand, my milk in my other,
and my banana on my nose this
noon in the Smog, I decided it
would be best to write to you to
ask for HELP!
The shortage of chairs evident
at noon in our beloved Smog is
ridiculous. I am no acrobat and
prefer eating—sitting!
Let us light the bomb under
those responsible for this little
stunt to train future acrobats and
see that we lunch eaters get
chairs on which to sit and eat.
This is a plea for help—Help!
A Banana Noser,
Jackie Schwartz

Winonan Wonders:

Black looks from
offended readers
by Nina McLaughlin
After my last column two weeks
ago, I got more black looks than
bright ones. Evidently I offended
more people than I meant to.
When I write, I state quite
briefly a situation and usually end
by asking your (as the reader)
opinion. Comments are neither
meant as a personal affront to
anyone or, as a slam to the situation, only as food for thought;
something for you to consider and
decide personally if there should
be a change made. Whenever an
explanation is required from the
student government or any association because of a subject, I
bring up it usually as a forthcoming. I do not take offense when
letters to the editor explain more
broadly a subject I mentioned.
Why should you be upset when I
make comment, for I rarely take a
side on an issue ? So much for an
explanation of this column—on to
the news.
Our beloved Slater Service is
going to bless us with their annual Christmas banquet Wednesday night. The stress, of course.
will be on more formal attire than
our usual dinner hour dress. Perhaps enjoyment of the meal increases proportionately with improvement in the dress of the partakers. Is there something to that?
I always find it hard to concentrate on cold lamb chops when
I'm across the table from a tight
white T shirt covering a pair of
broad shoulders. It's not that I'm
offended, it's just that it reminds
me more of a man's bedroom than
of a dining room.
Mr. Spear is making a collapsible portable, acoustical frame
work for the orchestra for, Tuesday night's MESSIAH. The first
adpective in that description chain
is for handy transportation.
There's nothing like a collapsible,
portable, accoustical frame work
between the seats of an overloaded
bus to St. Louis. The program for
Tuesday could not be improved by
the addition of the frame, it is already beautiful—it's our choir. But
we say it will be enhahced ?
The Elfs that were pleaded for
in the last issue turned out in full
force. The Christmas pageant
should be a great success if only
by sheer strength of number. The
show, under the able direction of
Robert Carr, is scheduled for tonight after carolling. Remember
that Christmas carols sound most
joyous a little off key anyway, so
come and join the ranks at 6:30
tonight in front of the library.
Those people at the rest homes appreciate it so much more than
the little time it takes you.
Remember those tests on Friday
turn out better. after an evening
of healthy romping in the snow
and singing your heart out than
one of coffee and cigarettes and
staring at undecipherable notes.

Take note, those of you who
have faulty perculators. All those
grounds in your cup add needed
roughage — scientific fact (baloney!). Don't swear at them,

drink them!
New name next issue!

Thursday, Dec. 19, 1963

WSC men living off-campus
plagued by bachelor quarters
by Rog. Groenewold
About four out of every ten
single, male Winona State College
students live in off-campus apartments and rooms. There are both
advantages and disadvantages; the
advantages are obvious, the disadvantages are learned only by
the off-campus dwellers.
Two hundred and forty men live
in apartments; one hundred and
nineteen live in off-campus rooms.
The problems which these men
meet are solved either by themselves or with the assistance of
Maurice Mariner, director of student personnel.
Mr. Mariner says conflicts with
the, householder, because of oral
contracts, property damage, noise,
and moving without sufficient notice are the recurring problems.
The college has set up rules
governing off-campus housing, a
copy of which may be obtained
from Student Personnel Office.
Failure to obey these rules may
rIsult in college disciplinary ac•,ion. Off-campus housing rules
most frequently violated, said Mr.
Mariner, concerns under - age
guests and drinking.
Mr. Mariner realizes that a
number of apartments and rooms
do not meet good standards of
health and safety, and many
dwellings have inadequate facilities for the number of occupants.
Many men have been influenced
to move off campus because‘of the
extremely crowded conditions of
the residence halls; yet crowded
situations exist off campus too.
One sophomore who was interviewed said, "Last year there were
three of us crammed together between four walls in the dormitory;
this year the four of us have two
room with eight walls to stare at."
Off-campus living provides a
headache unknown to dorm dewllers--neighbors. One junior and his
roommat es are continually
plagued by a neighbor, who complains about everything. When the
student's car was parked in front
of the neighbor's house over the
20-hour city limit, it irritated this
neighbor enough to have him call
the police to have the car towed
away. The cost of gas to fill the
empty gas tank, plus towing
charge, was not a pleasant expenditure to this nearly "broke"
student.
"I live in a room by myself
seven block from school. I'm a
'Frosh' and I haven't met many
people. From personal experience,
I don't think any freshmen shOuld
live by himself!" This quotation
exemplifies one disadvantage of
living off-campus. Part of a college education is social; those who
never live in the residence halls
may limit themselves in their social education. Most of the men
interviewed agreed that offcampus life has its difficulties.
They listed these major problems:
1.
Cooking, cleaning, and
studying are not compatible.
2. Neighbors and landlords
seem to love to complain about
everything.
3. Most furniture and appliances
of furnished apartments and

rooms are in very poor condition.
Some men have f meld offcampus living to be ideal, others
unbearable. One junior who lived
in a small two-room apartment
during fall quarter commented, "I
just couldn't study; _the apartment
always seemed to look like a poorly-kept junk yard. My roommate
and I hope to move back into
Richard's Hall, if we can!"
A senior, who resided in Richards Hall during his first two
years, now having experienced offcampus living recommends:
"Try them both. Live in the
dorm at least one year to get to
know a lot of guys well. Choose
your apartment and roommate
very carefully. If you don't mind
mountains of dirty dishes and
garbage, an unbalanced diet of
poorly prepared food, messy surroundings, and complaints from
neighbors and the landlady, you
will be able to take of the bad
points of apartment life — and
there are lots of good points!"
Mr. Mariner has a positive outlook on the future situation of
living quarters. By 1965 the new
men's dormitory, Prentiss-Lucas,
should be open providing a new
re s idence hall. Fraternities will be
building or buying houses; community citizens are organizing
dormitory-type housing.
Still some men will choose to

live off-campus on their own and
these men will encounter the universal problems of the bachelor
living quarters.

Hope in Kennedy
is not misplaced
by Tommy Baer
Whether or not we liked President Kennedy when he was elected
does not matter, but the way this
man set out to prove himself
worthy of the confidence bestowed
upon him by the people is something that we must recognize as
great and exceptional.
His untimely death has left the
people of our nation and the people
of the world with a labyrinth of
love in their hearts and a disgust
for the reasons of his assassination in their minds.
It truly can be said that every

American citizen has lost a part
of his family for President Kennedy. Unlike other Presidents,
his personal life exposed to the
nation. His dynamic personality
and warm sense of humor were
contributing factors to his tremendous popularity.
For his wife and family there
can be no true justification for
this great loss. Their only hope
of consolation can come if the late
president did not die in vain. If
we learn by this tragedy, we can'
pay no greater tribute to the man.
There have been many verbal
attempts to eulogize President
Kennedy, but we can write a living
eulogy to him by fostering brotherhood, understanding and compassion for our fellow man. In so doing we will create love from where
there was hate and peace from
where there was war.

What are your New Year's resolutions?

Phil Silver

Jim Noll

I vow to quit sucking
my thumb.

I resolve to give up
smogology, and in so doing, stay out of the Smog.

Tani Binge
I resolve to cut no more
classes than necessary.

Tommy Baer
I vow to try to love my
fellow man and eliminate
hatred from my mind.

Santa Claus
HO! HO! HO! HO!
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In Memory of:

John Fitzgerald Kennedy
John Kennedy - Politician
by Brother J. Regis
Chairman of Social Science Dept.
St. Mary's College
The United States suffered a
tremendous loss on the afternoon
of November 22 with the death of
John F. Kennedy, the President
who had often electrified the
citizenry of the nation, young and
old alike, with his calls to sacrifice and generosity.
It may seem an ironic twist of
providence that President Kennedy should have perished in Dallas,
the city of the "Big D," since a
large part of his own life and career was dominated and driven by
so many "Big D's": Determination and Desire, Dedication and
Devotion, Destiny and Duty.
His own philosophy in this regard was perhaps best expressed
in his speech of acceptance at the
close of the Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles on July
15, 1960, when after enumerating
the problems confronting American society, he pinpointed the root
of our troubles : "Too many Americans have lost their way, their
will and their sense of historic
purpose."
President Kennedy himself certainly exemplified the reverse of
that statement. No President in
our history has had a clearer idea
of what he wanted to do, a stronger determination to do it, or a
fuller sense of the significance of
what he was trying to do.
Born and bred in the atmosphere of politics, he seems in
retrospect to have set his sights
from the beginning on the top of
the political ladder.

Possessed at the age of twentynine of a safe seat in the House
of Representatives, which would
have led, according to his biographer, James M. Burns, to probable
Democratic leadership or perhaps
speakership in the House after
long years, he sacrificed it to engage an extremely formidable opponent in a campaign for the Senate—and won. Then after a short
but startling pass at the vicepresidential nomination in 1956,
he concentrated his efforts on becoming his party's presidential
candidate in 1960. To some, his
methods may have seemed ruthless -- we in Minnesota still resent the apparently unintended
slur on Senator Humphrey's World
War II status — but one cannot
help but admire the intensity and
(Continued on page 6)

by Adolph Bremer
Adviser, Winonan
City Editor, Daily News
When the caisson bearing the
bullet riddled body of President
Kennedy rolled awkwardly up
Pennsylvania Avenue behind six
reluctant grey horses, a bright,
brick television commentator informed us, in a hushed tone, that
most of the thousands of chilly
spectators were young people.
Many of them were students and
a great number had come a great
way to be near the young President.
For a contemporary of the late
President, viewing that scene, it
was difficult to comprehend that
in what seemed to be a remarkably quick and eventful span of
18 years virtually all of the students on this campus had experienced their entire education and
a good portion had been born.
(Continued on page 6)

by Sister M. Yolande
Head of Social Science Dept.
College of St. Teresa
Writing in the Washington
Post for December 5, Theodore
H. White quotes Mrs. Jacqueline
Kennedy as saying that one of
President Kennedy's favorite recordings from the musical "Camelot" is the portion of the song
"Don't let it be forgot, that once
there was a spot, for one brief
shining moment, that was known
as Camelot."
It is unlikely that any American living today, from teen-aged
youngsters to the very old, will
ever forget the shining moments
of John Fitzgerald Kennedy's life
or the dignified manner of his
burial.
Blessed with modern communications media unmatched in any
other generation, Americans have
been able to know more about
their President, from watching
him in activities as varied as formal state receptions, press conferences, delivering his State of
the Union message to a joint session of Congress, or throwing a
baseball to open the season.
Through television they were able
to accompany him on his visits
abroad and to see the acclaim
with which he was greeted wher-

Death not end
but way to God
by Virginia Torgerson
Minnesota Republican (or GOP)
Representative

In Our Time
by Mohsen Jazaeri
WSC student
Our time is born with great
losses and great wins of a great
generation. Our century is the
century of great miseries and
great happiness.
The wars of our generation, the
wars that we, or our fathers, have
gone through, will never be forgotten in the history of any man.
Our nights and our days are filled
with tensions and fears of our
century. The great tensions of the
cold war, the only war which our
generation has seen and suffered,
and the fear of our unseen future
is the fear we all share.
Our century is the century of
magnificent gamblers of mankind.
We gamble with nothing to lose
except our hearts in our bare, cold
hand and yet we are determined
to win. We gamble for life and
for love, which we have a right
to have, yet we gamble for it. We
are the generation of glorious
gamblers.
This century has borne the
great leaders of mankind. Hitler,
a man who had suffered throughout his youth, was a leader in a
wrong path; he was the greatest
victim of a great sufferage — and
a loser.
Churchill was a great leader
who thought of nothing but England; and a winner.
John F. Kennedy was probably
one of the most magnificent leaders of human beings since the
turn of our century; he was
a ? His magnificence
was his faith in the goodness of
the human race and he was a victim of his faith. He tried to show
(Continued on page 6)

'A briel, shining moment'

WHAT CAN YOU DO ? . . . "My fellow citizens of the world,
ask not what America will do for you, but what together we can
do for the freedom of man."
John F. Kennedy
(1917-1963)

John Kennedy - the man
by Dr. J. Fuller
Education Dept., Winona State
The initial shock of the President of the United States being
assassinated in cold blood has partially passed, and the people have
transferred the toga of leadership
to a new President.
The nation's transition has been
remarkably smooth: a compliment
to the people (even with a fair
share of extremists, hate - mongers, and crackpots), to our democratic form of government, and
to the ability and character of
both President Johnson and former President Kennedy.
Confidence in the new President
is rapidly crystalizing. Confidence
that the people had in President
Kennedy is already a matter of
record.
Initially elected to office by a
small popular majority, President
Kennedy rapidly gained in respect, confidence, and support by
increasing numbers of the American people. Within a few months
after his election all of the opinion polls began reporting an increasing popular approval of his

policies and his administration. It
is to be noted that any person in
a high office comes to be known
by the enemies he makes as well
as by the friends and followers
who expouse his program.
As the number of people who
favored Kennedy's views grew, so
also grew the intensity of opposition and hatred on the part of
scattered minorities. Some are
inclined to the belief that the
death of President Kennedy was
the responsibility of an individual
with a deranged mind or a perverted sense of mission. This has
not yet been established, and even
assuming that such might prove
to be true, some of the responsibility, morally if not legally, well
seems to rest on the shoulders of
those who, in one way or another,
either participated in, paid for, or
benefited from recent hate-peddling.
To just what extent hate mongering was a factor in Kennedy's
untimely death can at this time
be estimated only, but there is
already sufficient reason for saying that it was a significant factor.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy was
a man of energy, spirit, intellect
and taste. While I disagreed with
him on some subjects, it would
have been impossible to be ashamed of him as our President or to
hate him.
Like the vast majority of the
American people, my hate mechanism is jammed on dead center.
We cannot hate anyone we do not
understand and know, and once
we know and understand we cannot hate. This does not mean we
cannot fear the maniac, shun the
malicious, and avoid the dull.
It is always a shock when a
man in his forties dies suddenly.
When he is wantonly murdered,
the waste and loss strike us more.
It is too early to even guess all
the results which will flow from
the assassination of our President.
The government will go on and
we will manage somehow, whatever happens, if we can just avoid
another war. But we will never
know to what heights the late
President might have risen, any
more than we may ever know
what inspired his murder.
Again, it is as it ever was -- the assassination of a President
always has the exact opposite effect from that intended by the
killer, sane or insane. All of us,
regardless of our religion, politics,
race or sex, felt for the family of
the dead man and in a way for
ourselves. I doubt if there was
much fear for the future among
most people, although we hear
there was acute anxiety for a
time in Washington, but we were
so horrified at the double murder
and touched by the pageant and
sadness of the funeral that I
doubt if anyone over four years
old in this country will ever quite
forget what happened.
(Continued on page 6)

ever he went. John Kennedy's
ready smile, congenial manner,
youthful zest and vigor endeared
him to people in all walks of life.
Now, since his death, Americans
are receiving letters from friends
abroad, expressing sympathy. It
is as though a member of one's
immediate family had died. For
days after November 22, most
Americans felt that had indeed
happened.
From Beirut through Europe to
Latin America, John Fitzgerald
Kennedy's name is being given to
city squares, roads, streets, and
projects. It is notable that even
the Russian people were able to
watch his funeral Mass on television, complete with a commentary. These evidences of honor
and respect for an American
President show his esteem as a
world leader.
Eulogies written for President
Kennedy have praised him as a
man of peace, a man of high
moral purpose, of deep but unostentatious faith, a man of extraordinary intelligence which he
used in the service of his country,
and a man of courage.
Although born to privilege, he
felt compassion fcir those underprivileged and constantly sought
for means to improve their lives.
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., called
him "the most civilized President
we have had since Jefferson." To
Americans he has been all of
these and, particularly to the
youth of the nation, indeed the
youth of the world, who have
identified themselves with him,
his example will continue to be
a source of inspiration.
His years in the White House,
a "brief shining moment," will
not be forgotten.

The legacy of
John F. Kennedy
by Dr. Hoyt
Head of Social Science Dept.
WSC
In the years ahead, historians of
each generation will examine
the records of John F. Kennedy,
the President, and his presidency,
in an effort to measure his contribution to the unfolding American experience.
This generation is currently expressing what it thinks that contribution might have been.
The noblest contribution which
President Kennedy made to this
generation and those to follow,
was that of a good character. His
richest bequest to American youth
was that of a shining, spotless
example. He exemplified the desired American character which
Woodrow Wilson chose to call
"spiritual efficiency — clear disinterested thinking and fearless
actions along the right lines of
thought."
His desire to excel in thought,
purpose, and action presented a
needed challenge for his generation and contemporaries. He endeavored to understand the broad
range of human experience and he
possessed the will to act. He reflected the firm resolve of virtue
and reason that is so essential to
great character.
The legacy of John F. Kennedy
is a great one for American youth
in particular and the American
people in general. We must now
face the question sincerely and
honestly: What will we do with it ?
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Merry Christmas-1H

y New Year

"I COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT"
. . . Perhaps the band wouldn't have been able

to play all night, but these students seem to
be enjoying themselves enough to dance all night.

'S

PAGEANT ARRAY . . . These Christmas lights have been
dedicated to John F. Kennedy — who dedicated himself to peace
and good will. The lights will remain on throughout the Christmas
season.

SIG TAU SWEETHEART . . . Kathleen Brock, newly chosen
sweetheart of the Beta Xi Chapter of Signa Tau Gamma Fraternity,
is shown being presented a bouquet of white roses by Lowell
Allen, president of the chapter.

"STAR OF BETHLEHEM" .. . Just as the
star of Bethlehem led the way for the three
Wisemen, so also does a replica of this star show

the way for those who may find walking in the
courtyard a mite hazardous.

SNODAYS DANCE . . . Kathy Albers,
Lowell Allen, Peggy Lindahl and Roger Groenewold enjoy sitting one out at the Snodays Dance

held Saturday night. Rollie Wussow (left, background) seems to be looking for something, or
maybe it's someone.
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Wussow sees, hears and sez . .

•

Honors, achievements and
spot news done in glib lip
by Rollie Wussow
Football briefly captures the
lead spotlight in this column this
week. Worthy of top mention are
the honors allocated to two of
Winona State's grid heros. Rog
Goerisch and Bruce Zellmer were
WSC's only representative on the
NIC All-Conference team announced in Minneapolis two weeks
ago.
Goerisch, a sophomore, was selected as a defensive end on the
23 man squad, and Zellmer, the
hard-nosed senior, from Tomah,
was named to a defensive back
position.
To Warrior football fans, the selection of Zellmer is nothing new
or of surprise; Bruce had nailed
down that position for two previous seasons. Congratulations to
Rog Goerisch and Bruce Zellmer
for their, selection to the NIC
honor squad!
* **
Be sure to read all about Zellmer and his "draft" notice elsewhere on this page. , The word
"draft" of course refers to the
NFL collegiate player draft held
in Chicago three weeks ago. Bruce
was nabbed on the 19th round by
the Detroit Lions — a team that
enjoys playing defense, as does
Bruce.
* * *
Moon Molinari becomes a college

student again next month. The
head football mentor begins his
sabbatical leave in January and
will pursue his studies a the U. of
M. winter quarter. He will be
back as head football coach again
next fall.

Tankmen win one,
lose one, freshmen
Childers shines
The Warrior swim team got
their aspect of the winter intercollegiate sports season launched
with a 69-26 pasting of Platteville. John Martin's tankmen then
lost one to Macalester College a
week later, 53-42.
The swimmers set five pool
marks in swamping the southern
Wisconsin school.
The 400-yard free-style relay
team, made up of Dennis Blanchard, Gerry Rode, Bill Kohler and
Rick Knapp swam the distance
in 3:50 for one record. The 400yard medley relay team also had
a record, but was disqualified because of an illegal kick in the
butterfly competition.
Individual records went to Rich
Childers, who set a new mark for
the Memorial Hall pool awhile
back during t h e Varsity-Freshman meet. He had a time of 5:59.1
in the 500-yard free-style. Bill
Kohler's 2:05.8 clocking in the
200-yard free-style were also new
records as was Blanchard's time
of :55.8 in the 100-yard free-style
event.

Finally on football, Molinari

awarded grid letters to 43 varsity
athletes a week ago. Twenty-four
players were the recipients of
minor "W" 's. Jeff Kremer, a
junior, was selected captain for
the 1964 season.
* **
Switching to the current seasonal sports, a bit about basketball
can be said here. Firstly, the Warriors possess a tremendous amount
of scoring ability in the like of
Lyle Papenfuss, Dave Meisner and
Gary Peterson. Secondly, they have
proved it—in spades. Excluding the
Superior game on Monday night,
for the first six games the Campbellmen have averaged 81 points
per game while yielding 87 to the
opponents. With scoring strength
such as this, the Warriors should
notch several more victories in addition to the two they already own.
* **
Gary Peterson and Dave Meisner
really give the fans a treat when
they are performing at Memorial
hall. Meisner, for
a freshman, certainly displays a
great deal of
poise on the
court. His favorite shot is usually
30 feet away
from the rim —
but he is not
afraid to drive
key and tickle
the legs of the big men either.
Peterson never shows the spectaators the same thing twice. He'll
shoot from anywhere, drive to the
closest possible range, and when
it seems as though he is about to
have the ball rammed down his
throat, he will reach in his shoe,
pull out another trick, proceed to
get fouled and possibly even make
the shot. If anyone hasn't seen
these two jumping jacks play,
they'd better hop to it! There are
only eight more home games.
* **
Credit is due to the other men on

the cage squad too. Dave Rosenau
is rounding into a real fine piVot
man, Lyle Papenfuss is invaluable,
and men like Goede, Schuster,
Kelly and Dilley are extermely
capable in the clutch.
* **
Rich Childers is the man to
watch on the tank squad.. The
Ceder Rapids freshman has broken
records nearly every time he dons
his trunks. He started this rut by
setting a Memorial Hall mark in
the 500-yard free-style in the
varsity-freshman match. He then
went to Platteville and set a
Pioneer pool mark in that same
event, and he also took a first in
the Macalester loss. Fans will have
a chance to seem him, Kohler.
Frank, Blanchard and the diving
wizzard, Randy Sinke, splash on
January 18 against Platteville in
the home opener. __
(Continued on page 6)

lagers win some, ose some
STEVENS POINT 80, WSC 66
The WSC varsity basketball
team kicked off its current season
against Central State of Stevens
Point on December 2. The Pointers
downed the eager Warriors 80-66.
Senior Lyle Papenfuss, who has
started all but one game in his
fabulous career since coming to
State from La Crosse Central in
1960, and freshman Dave Meisner,
making his first collegiate start,
dumped M 47 of the Warrior's 66
points. Papenfuss, displaying a
multitude of offensive talents,
scored 26 points and Meisner hit
21 in the losing cause.
After a so-so first half, with the
score reading 39-29 for Point and
an overall crowd feeling of "it's
going to be another one of those
years," State came out of the
dressing room and showed occasional spurts of offensive consistency. /
Coach Bob Campbell's crew nibbled away at the score until the
deficit was once seven points midway in the second half. Point's
Grant White and Mike Fortune
then scored on two quick buckets,
upping the margin by 11 and
eventually coasting to victory.
White and Fortune paced a well
balanced Stevens Point attack, hitting for 19 and 16 points, respectively.
STATE COLLEGE OF IOWA 86,
WSC 75
"If they can look that

good
losing to SCI, they can count on
me to be in the stands for the rest
of the year!" This is Campbell's
year . . . " "The whole team
looked great!"
These were typical of the comments coming from the lips of
Warrior cage fans as they filed
out of Memorial Hall Dec. 6 after
dropping a thriller to a powerful
SCI team 86-75.
SCI, big, strong and still gurgling from a fresh victory over
highly touted Iowa State U., trotted into Memorial Hall expecting
an easy time of it.
The quintet of Meisner, Papenfuss, Kjome, Peterson and Goede
didn't waste any time in showing
the Panthers they meant business.
State used their "new look" offensive masterfully in romping to
a 9 point lead at the 10 minute
mark of the first half. SCI, after
regrouping, bit away at the score
and went to the locker room with
a 43-38 halftime lead.
The second half was spearheaded by Gary Peterson, who had
whacked off four quick fouls in
a matter of minutes in the first
half and sat out until halftime.
Point excanges earmarked much
of the second stanza until there
were 5 minutes remaining in the
game. Here Peterson took charge.
He stole the ball five times in the
matter of 2 minutes — 3 of the
steals leading to scores. A free
throw was added by Rog Kjome,
and the Warriors found themselves down only 3 with 3 minutes
to go. SCI called an immediate
time out, proceeded to instigate
stalling tactics and eventually won
86-75. Peterson fired in 19 points
in the final 20 minutes, finishing
up with 23 for the night before
fouling out with a minute to play.
The crowd gave him a standing
ovation. Meisner, the talented
freshman, potted 24 point on 9 field
goals and 6 free throws. Lyle
Papenfuss and Rog Kjome had 10
each, Dave Goede, 5; Jack Kelly 2
and Darrel Schuster, one.
WSC 100, PLATTEVILLE, 91
__Three hundred and seventy-five

DON'T GO NEAR THE WATER . . . Coach John Martin
counts heavily on these five lettermen to rack up points for his
swimming squad during the current season. The five on the board
pictured are: Bill Kohler, Bergie Lang, Jay Wescott, Dennis
Blanchard, and Dave Frank.
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points ripped the hot basketball
hoops in the Memorial Hall gym
the night of Dec. 7. The WSC
freshman team soared high in defeating the Standard Oilers 94-90
and the highlight of the day came
one hour and fifty minutes later
when the scoreboard totaled
another 191 points — 100 for
Winona State, and 91 for Platteville.
The outcome of this game enables an observer to conclude two
things: one — the Warriors have

GIMME BACK MY HEAD! . . . Actually Dave Meisner (12)
does not have the head of the SCI basketball player behind hhu.
He is shown coming down with a rebound during the Warrior's
86-75 loss to SCI three weeks ago. Meisner scored 24 points to lead
the Warriors in this game.

a potent scoring machine; and two
— coach Bob Campbell is going to
win more than a few games this
year.
Platteville, like Winona, came
into the fracus with 0-2 slates, so
somebody had to start a win
streak.
Balanced- scoring was again the
key in this ball game — for both
teams. The Warriors were led by
the hot hands of Gary Peterson
and Dave Meisner once again.
Peterson hit on 10 field goals and
13 of 14 free tosses in totaling a
comfy 33 points. Meisner, now
nick-named "Mouse," blitzed the
nets for 27 points. Darrell Schuster, who started the Pioneer game
because of Dave Goede's injured
hand, hit for 14, Lyle Papenfuss
12, Rog Kjome 10, Dave Rosenau
3, and Mike Leahy, 1. John Shelton
paced Platteville with 20.
Meisner exhibited excellent offense and defense. This, coupled
with the rebounding efforts of
Peterson, Papenfuss and Rosenau
was a major, factor in guiding the
Warriors to their first victory.
RIVER FALLS 81, WSC 77
In the estimation of coach Bob
Campbell, WSC convinced the

Falcons of River Falls that the
Warriors were beatable. "In the
first half, we convinced them that
they could beat us; we didn't get
the job done in the second half,"
said Campbell. State dropped its
third decision of the young season
in the tilt.
State found an able rebounder
in addition to Gary Peterson in the
game. Dave Rosenau plucked 12
of 13 Warrior offensive rebounds
off the boards. In addition, the 6-4
junior from Waterville, Minn.,
garnered 11 points, his best effort
of the season.
Dave Meisner paced the Warriors in scoring with 18 points.
Gary Peterson, who fouled out
with nine minutes to play, hit 15,
and Lyle Papenfuss, 14.
WSC 99, Northland, 89
Run and shoot, run and shoot.
These are the primary offensive

tactics of Bob Campbell's crew
this season, and they certainly
worked effectively against Northland College of Ashland, Wisconsin. The Warriors racked up 99
points to defeat the Wisconsin
school 99-89.
Dr. Campbell again found praise
for Dave. Rosenau, the 6-4 pivot
man who repeatedly set the run-

run-run machine in motion with
his passes to the side following:rebounds.
Darrell Schuster also Oayed a
fine floor game and added to the
Warrior cause by hitting 14 points.
State ran Northland ragged in

the first half while bulging to a
54-35 halftime lead. The lead
could have even been greater, had
it not been for, a few defensive
lapses late in the first 20 minute
stanza.
The second half saw much of
the same go-go tactics on the part
of both teams. Campbell used all
15 players in the victory. Gary
Peterson displayed terrific agility
and a sense of adaptiveness-tosituations again, and led the Warrior scoring attack with 28 points.
Meisner counted 17, Papenfuss 12,
Schuster, 14, and Dilley, 11.
LORAS 88, WSC, 72
Loras College, featuring an attack that sped four, men into
double figures and utilizing a
strong rebounding attack, kept
WSC at bay considerably at Dubuque, Iowa last Saturday night,
and beat the Warriors 88-72.
The DuHawks moved to a 42-30

halftime advantage and then kept
the margin at ten throughout the
final 20 minutes. Only two State
cagers, sophomore Gary Peterson
and Cloquet freshman Dave Meisner, were able to crack into double
scoring figures. "Mouse" had 18
and Peterson, from Kasson-Mantorville, 17. State's record at this
point was 2-4. The Warriors met
Superior State on Monday night,
and meet Stout State at Menominee tonight.

WRA wins big
in Sports Day
v'ball competition
The WRA recently won two
sports day volleyball events, one
at the College of St. Catherine in
St. Paul, and the other at St.
Cloud State.
Participants in the sports day
events were : Joy Plooster, Pat
Sherman, Jan Lubinski, Karen
Grimm, Gretchen Koehler, Ruth
Jurries, Joan Kidd, Betty Voss,
Ruth Dahling, Carol Predmore,
Kathy Cady and Miss Locks, Miss
Day and Miss Moravec.

Thoughts on John F. Kennedy
(Continued from page three)

Torgerson
(Continued from page 3)
I cannot help but feel the four
days of mourning for our late
President was good for the people
of our country. Most of us were
glued to television alone in our
own homes, free to weep, aghast
and yet unable to turn the dial.
It was almost as in the days of
our ancestors.
Mrs. John Kennedy set an example which may never be surpassed. Some day you may, and
probably will, have to arrange a
funeral for a mother, a father,
wife or husband or other near relative. You will have the help of
an experienced funeral director,
the aid and advice of relatives
who have been through it before
you, and almost a community
memory and feeling for what is
done and what is not done.
Pity Mrs. Kennedy — a state

Bremer
(Continued from page 3)
But there was little time for us
to be demonstratively sad, and
our enemies didn't bother to come
to FDR's funeral.
For President Kennedy, we all
could and did take time out; we all
laid down whatever we were doing
for the weekend, and if we were
required to persist in some activity
our hands only were engaged; our
mind and our heart, our ears and
our eyes, were elsewhere, with
Jackie, with John-John, with Caroline and Bobby and with all the
great assemblage, the mightiest
of the century, it was said.
Most of us sat down quietly
before the electronic eye, our
window to instant history, and
suffered there in solitude and cried
for, what was and for what might
have been. We were transported
into the center of a great national
tragedy with an immediacy and
urgency never before achieved in
similar circumstances. The personal and national identification with
our fallen, heroic leader and his
family was complete; there was no
dissonance. Even to hate Oswald,
to regret Ruby's Texas justice,
thereby denying us the satisfaction
of a trial—these were jarring intrusions; they could wait on sorrow.
The Tuesday after that memorable weekend, a fortyish woman
in a local supermarket said,

bleary-eyed, "I feel like I've been
on an emotional binge." The New
Yorker commented, "It was as
if we slept from Friday to Monday and dreamed an oppressive,
unsearchably significant dream
. . . only the dream on television
was real." The New Republic,
rather crassly reviewed the splendid events — unduly militaristic,
it felt — and concluded, "We had
lived awhile with old Romans;
now the doors were closing and
we must make do with ourselves."
I will tell you how I feel about
President Kennedy and his assassination. He was murdered by a
bewildered, senseless American
citizen, exercising intelligence
and political consciousness as refined and enlightened as that of
a drunk driver. His guilt is ours,
but only for maintaining a free
society, where we make available
guns, liquor and citizenship, their
use based on a level of education
determined only by the individual.
It is occasionally extremely expensive.
In President Kennedy I experienced the excitement of political
innovation, vigor, enthusiasm,
adeptness, hope — yes, that above
all, promise — that I believe my
father's face reflected 30 years
ago when FDR said it was only
fear of fear which had immobilized us.
Who can estimate authoritatively now what this President of less
than three years accomplished.
Some say his fondest domestic
programs languished in Congress,
that despite his impetus for the
Alliance for Progress the South
American riddle persists, and
that, perhaps, his lasting achievement might be the altruistic
Peace Corps, although events of
the days and years might prove
that the confrontation in Cuba
and the limited test-ban treaty
were, together, that genuine first
step toward peace in our time, as
well as his.
If the evaluation is wanting, we
need only recall that the President himself just a year ago recognized, and with great candor,
the limitations of his office. The
presidency, he said, was much
more complex than anyone could
ever tell, the decisions more difficult. No one, said the President,
could really be prepared for the
office.
But despite the possible absence of great achievement and
recognized difficulties, everywhere and always there was the
promise of the future, and this

Jazaeri
(Continued from page 3)
to all men, outside or inside the
iron curtain, that there is a hope
for peaceful co-existence, a,hope to
break the darkness of tension
which has laid its heavy body on
our entire world, and he was
somehow gaining the trust of our
generation.
In a letter from Iran a friend
of mine wrote: "It may seem
strange to you but I cried in the
death of Kennedy. He seemed to
be more truthful to the world. He
wanted- to do something to cure
our fears .and tensions, and now
he is dead. Now when I look back
I see that a torch was passed to
the younger generation; a younger generation that is truthful to
itself."
President Kennedy will probably be the only American president who will get such reactions
from the world on his death. His
goal was not the betterness of
America, but the world. He probably had wished and prayed for
the freedom of all people and had
done all that he could.
Kennedy, the dead Kennedy,
was the leader of our generation.
He was a great human being and
yet he had his faults as .a man;
having happy moments and sad
moments.
He was a great symbol of our
time He understood our pains,
our sadness, our fears, and our
happiness, and he tried to share
them with us.

youthful, commanding t engaging
Presence. He was, it se_emed, born
to the office. He occupied it with
grace. Even his small imperfections became assets. He was immensely articulate, wonderfully
funny on appropriate occasions.
And he was in love with excellence and with excellent people,
It was a young, unfulfilled man,
then, who died, a very bright
young man, an able young man
most ready to learn, to grow, and
confident that he would, and the
nation with him.
We all grieve for what was and
more for what might have been;
we need now all to pray and to
work for, the elimination of the
incompletely educated "Oswald,"
the proliferation of the educated
"Kennedy." May your industry toward excellence in yourself be
your mobilized grief.

Captive audience receives JFK's personal
Maria Von Trapp lecture appeal greater
by Janice (ioetzman
Maria Von Trapp, the greyhaired mother of the Trapp Family Singers, held a captive audience delivering her lecture at a
10:00 a.m. convocation in Somsen
Auditorium December 9.
On a lecture tour to raise funds
for developing a native training
center to combat communism in
the Fiji Islands, the Bavarian clad
baroness recalled how her present
life began.
She had been in a convent preparing to become a nun, when she
was one day called in her by her
superior. Asked what the most
important thing was she had
learned at the convent, Maria replied, "The most important thing
in life is to learn the will of God
-- then go and do it."
Following the will of God, Maria left the convent at her superior's request to work "temporarily" as a governess for the motherless children of Captain George
Von Trapp of the Austrian navy.
However, Maria "fell in love with
the children, married the father
and after awhile got used to the
father and we were very happy."
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The baroness sketched the entire thread of her family's growth
as a singing group. Leaving Austria to avoid Hitlerism, the Trapp
family began singing out of sheer
necessity for food and lodging.
After a number of years and
singing tours of America, the
family became famous. Since
then, the family concert toured
the wide world over for twenty
:ears.
Much of the baroness' lecture
reflected her strong belief in
Christianity. She felt the only
way to combat the communism
and hatred evident in today's
world is to love, as the early
Christians so loved one another.
The story of the Trapp Family
Singers was the basis of Oscar
Hammerstein's musical, "The
Sound of Music." Quoting her favorite lines from the show, the
baroness ended her lecture:
"A bell is no bell 'til you ring it.
A song Is no song 'til you sing
it.
And love in your heart isn't put
there to stay—
Love isn't love toll you give it
away."

by Pat Crum
WS-C Student
Rather than talk of the late
President Kennedy in terms of
his accomplishments in government, foreign affairs, etc., I think
it is more appropriate to emphasize his dynamic and forceful personal appeal. Here we enter an
area where most people will hold
the same opinions, despite religion, race or party.
Mr. Kennedy introduced an idea
and with this idea' he revitalized a
country. He instilled new confidence, and poise in a troubled nation. He gave our foreign allies
new faith -in our ability to cope
with the problems we face as a
world power.
There is a natural tendency for
a country, when reaching a position of power, to slow down. It
is no longer necessary to "keep up
with the Jones's," as the saying
goes. This idea which revealed a
solution to this situation was to
keep up with ourselves, break our
own records, compete with ourselves. Whether we realize it or
not,' the initiative created by this
man and his idea has had a great
effect on our society.

A memory of Kennedy
by Duane Peterson
Winona DFL Chairman
The Hotel Radisson in Minneapolis bustled with activity in
March, 1960, at the annual Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner.
I remember having to sit in an
anteroom to eat the meal and
later being ushered into the main
hall for the speeches. My wife and
I were in the hallway when the
young Senator Kennedy came into
the hall and passed not more than
a few feet from us. He made a
dramatic entrance and gave a
brief, pointed address about national and international affairs.
At that time I was quite sure
he would be the candidate, but
not so sure he was a good enough
campaigner to win. As the campaign wore on, I came to regard
him as the same type of issue
fighter as our own Senator Humphrey. He was able to get to the

Wussow sez .. .
(Continued from page 5)
The wrestling squad finally went
to the SCI Invitational last Saturday. Officials postponed the meet
a week because of a conflict at
Cedar Falls. Complete results
aren't available at publication
time, but our wrestling editor,
Ron Schmidt, will have a complete
coverage of the events in the upcoming issue.
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Regis
(Continued from page 3)
the thoroughness with which the
campaign was carried out.
Even the Presidency, however,
was only a means toward a much
more important goal. In line with
his "sense of historic purpose,"
he outlined his proposal for a
"New Frontier," a program of
help and development for the unfortunate and the underprivileged
of all ages and all countries —
involving the Peace Corps and the
Alliance for Progress; legislation
providing medical care for the
aged, federal aid to education, tax
reform and civil rights; a farm
program; a department of urban
affairs.
In spite of the fact that much
of the New Frontier appears to
have been pulled under in the
whirlpool of practical, hard-nosed
Congressional politics, and the
program itself may seem to have
failed, President Kennedy fought
unflaggingly to uphold the principles for which he stood and to
carry out the promises which he
had made.
The loss America suffered in
the tragedy of November 22 was
not so much in the program he
fought for — all the parts which
have merit will rise to the surface
again — but in the man himself.
The United States can ill afford
to lose a man of the breadth of
mind and dedication of will of
.Tohn F. Kennedy. We need his inspiration for the millions of young
men and women who are groping
for a sense of purpose in life, and
for the millions also who need the
courage to carry out their convictions. May these two qualities
never be lost.

point and let people know what
he stood for. I felt he would make
a good President.
After the election there seemed
to be a letdown and it appeared
that the President did not have a
good grasp of his office. Then,
week by week and month by
month, he seemed to come to
grips with his office and his problems.
His greatest accomplishment
may turn out to be the one least
heralded. This, I felt, was the reciprocal trade and tariff regulations that were passed to allow
a President to negotiate away
trade barriers. This may some day
be the greatest unifying force in
the world.
A close second place in his list
of accomplishments must be the
Peace Corps. This idea of Senator
Humphrey was most ably effected
by the President to the extent
that it is now a great program.

Zellmer drafted
by Detroit Lions
Bruce Zellmer, a three year
veteran of the Northern .Intercollegiate All-Conference team and
a four year Warrior football letterman, was drafted in the 19th
round of the collegiate football
pool by the Detroit Lions of the
National Football League.
"I just can't believe it," were
the words of Zellmer when he was
notified by Gary Evans, Winona
Daily News Sports Editor, of the
selection.
Bruce hails from Tomah, Wisconsin and will graduate this June
with a major in Chemistry. He
has an inkling for ±'BI work, but
before he tackles that assignment,
he would like the opportunity to
tackle a few opponents in NFL
competition.

funeral to arrange for the head
of the greatest nation on earth,
with very little precedent applicable to our present day. The decisions she made were so unerringly
right, one begins to see what is
meant by "inherent" or "inborn"
good taste. I have always claimed
that taste is something which can
be taught and absorbed, but I begin to wonder after viewing what
Mrs. Kennedy did.
Mrs. Kennedy arranged a funeral of which her husband would
have approved and which the
American public wanted and approved, in part because of partisan grief, and in part from nonpartisan shame that such a thing
could still happen in our country.
She conducted herself with unostentatious courage. I was a
woman before I was a lawyer or
a legislator, and I am proud of
Mrs. Kennedy. There is a moral
in the contrast between her voice
and actions.
As Charles Dudley Warner puts
it,
"Death is not the end 'neath
the cold black sod"Tis the inn by the road on the
way to God."

Fuller
(Continued from page 3)
History will assess and record
Kennedy's work as President. As
a man he was young ,energetic,
learned, able and courageous. He
had a good knowledge of history,
a good insight into current social
problems, good organizing ability, and a well-formulated philosophy of what needed to be done in
order to more nearly achieve for
all Americans the "Great American Dream."
The sanction given by President
Johnson and the unifying of the
American people in support of
Kennedy's policies and actions are
testimony to his personal greatness.

